In this work, we model both the thermal and non-thermal components of solar flares. The model we use, HyLoop, combines a hydrodynamic equation solver with a non-thermal particle tracking code to simulate the thermal and non-thermal dynamics and emission of solar flares. In order to test the effects of pitch-angle distribution on flare dynamics and emission, a series of flares is simulated with non-thermal electron beams injected at the loop apex. The pitch-angle distribution of each beam is described by a single parameter and allowed to vary from flare to flare. We use the results of these simulations to generate synthetic hard and soft X-ray emissions (HXR and SXR). The light curves of the flares in Hinode's X-ray Telescope passbands show a distinct signal that is highly dependent on pitch-angle distribution. The simulated HXR emission in the 3-6 keV bandpass shows the formation and evolution of emission sources that correspond well to the observations of pre-impulsive flares. This ability to test theoretical models of thermal and non-thermal flare dynamics directly with observations allows for the investigation of a wide range of physical processes governing the evolution of solar flares. We find that the initial pitch-angle distribution of non-thermal particle populations has a profound effect on loop top HXR and SXR emission and that apparent motion of HXR is a natural consequence of non-thermal particle evolution in a magnetic trap.
INTRODUCTION
One of the challenges in modeling solar flares is that the distribution of particles consists of two distinct components, one thermal and one non-thermal. These two components interact, exchanging energy and momentum, but have drastically different characteristic scale lengths that govern their evolution. Not surprisingly, there are also two broadly different statistical approaches in plasma physics. The magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) approach assumes that the plasma can be treated as a thermal fluid and represented by properties averaged over the velocity distribution. The kinematic approach makes no such assumptions and expresses the evolution of the distribution of particles directly. In this work, we introduce a new suite of simulation codes that connect these approaches in a hybridized manner. HyLoop uses the MHD approach to model the thermal plasma, which is treated as a cold target for the non-thermal particles. The non-thermal particles are handled kinematically as a series of test particles that deposit energy and momentum via collisions with the thermal plasma.
While it is widely accepted that the energy source for solar flares is the reconnection of magnetic field lines in a current sheet, there are several competing theories on how that energy accelerates particles out of the thermal distribution into a nonthermal distribution. Many of these theories predict different distributions of the non-thermal particles' pitch angle. The pitch angle is the angle between the particle's velocity vector and the magnetic field and is given by
where is v z the particle's velocity along the magnetic field and v total is the particle's total velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field.
One model of how non-thermal particles are produced is the direct acceleration of particles by the electric field in the reconnection current sheet. Martens (1988) showed that a reconnection current sheet with a small parallel component of the magnetic field can hold particles in the current sheet long enough to accelerate them to the energies seen in solar flares. Later work describes this process in detail and determines that direct acceleration by a current sheet can efficiently accelerate particles with a power-law energy spectra observed in solar flares (Litvinenko 1996; Heerikhuisen et al. 2002) . The numerical simulations of particle motions around a current sheet with an X-point at its center show that the accelerated non-thermal particles are always tightly beamed with very small pitch angles (Wood & Neukirch 2005) . Fletcher & Martens (1998) show that these beamed distributions can create the loop top X-ray sources that are a common feature of solar flares (Acton et al. 1992; Petrosian et al. 2002) if a magnetic geometry, such as a Y-type current sheet in a potential magnetic field (Priest & Forbes 2000) , provides magnetic trapping of the non-thermal particles that are injected with |θ PA | > 0.
It has also been proposed that particles in solar flares can be produced by plasma wave turbulence in a second-order Fermi process. The effects of stochastic acceleration were simulated by Hamilton & Petrosian (1992) . They found that for values of a typical flaring region, stochastic simulations can reasonably reproduce the X-ray observations of the 1981 October 15 flare by Nitta et al. (1990) , including the spectral break energies. It has also been suggested that stochastic acceleration from turbulence may be responsible for the loop top X-ray emission. Under this mechanism, these loop top sources are produced by the temporary trapping of non-thermal particles at the loop top by repeated scatterings of the particles by turbulent waves (Petrosian & Liu 2004 ). Due to these repeated, random scatterings, a near-uniform pitch-angle distribution is expected from particles undergoing stochastic acceleration (Liu et al. 2009) .
A third proposed model for particle acceleration is the betatron mechanism. Betatron mechanisms accelerate particles by the electric fields generated via time changes in the magnetic field as given by Faraday's Law, ∇ × E = −∂B/∂t. Karlický & Figure 1 . Visual representation of the staggered grid system. The energy and electron number densities, and n e , are defined in N volumes. Other quantities, such as velocity, v, magnetic field strength, B, area, A, and parallel component of acceleration due to gravity, g, are defined on N − 1 surfaces. The first and last volumes serve as static boundary conditions for the grids and are not altered by the simulation. Kosugi (2004) simulated a collapsing magnetic trap, caused by the shrinkage of field lines after reconnection. In these simulations, the betatron mechanism serves as a secondary source of acceleration. The simulations show that the betatron mechanism can effectively accelerate 10 keV electrons to hundreds of keV within a few seconds. The largest changes in the magnetic field strength occur at the loop apex, thus it is the primary location of acceleration in the betatron scenario. Karlický & Kosugi (2004) also found that not only is betatron acceleration more effective on particles with a larger pitch angle, but it also increases the pitch angle of all of the accelerated particles within the magnetic trap. Thus, betatron acceleration is another possible source of loop top X-ray emission.
Using HyLoop, we test the effects of initial pitch-angle distributions on a simulated flare in order to produce observable signatures for the above mechanisms. Thermal and non-thermal effects are modeled and tracked as a function of time. Synthetic images are created in both soft X-rays (SXRs) and hard X-rays (HXRs) to show the observable consequences of the initial pitch-angle distribution in solar flares. The model is described in Section 2, the initial conditions of the experiment are described in Section 3, the results of the simulation are described in Section 4, and these results are summarized and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
Many simulation codes attempt to model the evolution of distribution functions that are not entirely thermal in nature. The modeling of a non-Maxwellian distribution is typically done by expanding the particle distribution function, f, in a series, f = f 0 + f 1 , with f 0 being the thermal component and f 1 being an expansion term to approximate a non-thermal tail. The method we use is similar but with a few important differences. Since the mean free path of the of the high energy non-thermal particles is much greater than the mean free path of the thermal particles, we treat the distribution function as two distinct but interacting distributions that we handle with differing mathematical techniques. The HyLoop suite is therefore composed of two main components. The Solar Hydrodynamic Equation Codes (SHrEC) use the MHD approach in one dimension to calculate the evolution of a thermal plasma. This code is based upon the code used to model X-ray bright points by Kankelborg & Longcope (1999) , with modifications made to aid in the study of highly dynamic phenomena such as flares. The Particle Tracking Codes (PaTC) are designed to use the kinematic approach to track the evolution of non-thermal particle beams. We describe each of these codes in detail in the following subsections.
SHrEC
In this experiment, SHrEC uses a variety of simplifications and assumptions to form a tractable set of hydrodynamic equations. The effects of viscosity are ignored for this experiment. Also, the ideal MHD limit is taken such that the magnetic diffusivity, λ M , is set to zero. These assumptions, along with the additional assumption that the magnetic field is reasonably static within the time frame of the simulation, allow for the removal of the induction equation and yield the following simplified hydrodynamic equations in cgs units:
Despite the removal of the induction equation, the magnetic field is not ignored as the plasma is constrained to flow along a characteristic magnetic field line that defines the coordinate s along the loop length. The MHD equations are then reduced to one-dimensional hydrodynamic equations with the magnetic field providing the geometry of the coronal loop. The threedimensional properties of a coronal loop are mapped onto a one-dimensional grid. The component of acceleration due to gravity along the magnetic field, g (s), the nonuniform crosssectional area of the loop, A (s), and the three plasma state variables: the electron density n e (s, t), bulk velocity V (s, t), and the internal energy density (s, t), are defined on this grid without any loss of generality.
In the above equations, the divergence operator (∇·) has been replaced with 1 A ∂ ∂s A in order to ensure that flux conservation laws are strictly obeyed on a nonuniform grid. The conductive flux (F C ) and the radiative losses (E Rad ) are discussed in detail in later sections. The background heating term, E h (s, t), is not well known in the corona and is set to provide an initial loop of a temperature and pressure that is characteristic of an active region loop. The non-thermal heating term, E NT (s, t), accounts for the energy gained by the thermal plasma via collisions with the non-thermal particle distribution. The ratio of gas pressure to magnetic pressure is assumed to be small, β 1, throughout the loop. Along with an equation of state, P = 2 3
= 2n e k B T , where P denotes the gas pressure and a completely ionized hydrogen gas has been assumed, the thermal plasma is completely described by the three state variables.
SHrEC solves Equations (2)-(4) on a one-dimensional, staggered grid that consists of a series of volumes and crosssectional surfaces that bound those volumes on either side. This grid is shown in Figure 1 . Since any processes that would allow for particles to diffuse across field lines are currently not included in the simulations, the surfaces perpendicular to the loop axis, as defined by a magnetic field line, are ignored. The volumetric state variables and n e are defined within volumes. The bulk velocity, V, the cross-sectional areas, A, parallel components of the gravitational acceleration, g , and the magnetic field strength, B, are defined on surface grids parallel to the magnetic field. By having certain quantities defined on the surface grid and others defined in the volumes bounded by that grid, upwind differencing schemes are second-order accurate with a minimum amount of interpolations (Press 2002) . Antiochos et al. (1999) determined that defining grids based on the local density works well due to the density's strong spatial dependence in both the transition region and the chromosphere. In accordance with this finding, grid spacings are distributed as a Gaussian function ensuring that the smallest grid spacings are at the base of the loop where the density is largest and the largest grid steps are at the loop apex where the density is at a minimum. The grid is static during the simulation. A modified Richardson Extrapolation Method (Press 2002 ) is used on successive runs to determine the number of grids that balances precision and stability with code run time.
SHrEC uses a modified form of the Courant-FriedrichsLewy (CFL) condition (Press 2002) to iterate the hydrodynamic equations forward in time. The time step is given by
where Δ g s(i) is the size of the ith grid step, c s (i) is the sound speed on the ith surface grid, and S 1 is a safety factor, usually set to five to ensure stability.
Radiative Losses
The description of the radiative losses of an optically thin plasma is given by
For the corona, a piecewise-continuous function of temperature expressing the radiative losses of an optically thin plasma is calculated using the Chianti spectral database package (Dere et al. 1997; Landi & Phillips 2006) in the SolarSoft software distribution. Chianti calculates spectral and continuum photon emission with a given set of elemental abundances. The current set of simulations uses a radiative loss curve calculated with Meyer abundances as described by Martens et al. (2000) . Even though abundances vary in time and from place to place (Feldman & Widing 2003) it is asserted that this average treatment is suitable for modeling the radiative loss curve, and it should be noted that this treatment is consistent with other stateof-the-art coronal loop models (e.g., Klimchuk et al. 2008) . A proper treatment of the radiative loss function in the transition region and chromosphere requires the inclusion of the effects of radiative transfer such as opacity, ambipolar diffusion, and mass motions. For this simulation, the chromosphere is defined as the region where the plasma temperature is 10 4 K, the transition region is the portion of plasma where 10 4 < T < 10 6 , and the corona where T 10 6 . Fontela et al. (1991) published the radiative loss rates and conductive fluxes for a solar plasma that include the previously mentioned effects. The first use of these improved radiative loss rates in a numerical loop model is by SHrEC's predecessor as described in Kankelborg & Longcope (1999) . The results from Equation (6) and the corrections from Fontenla et al. (1991) are tabulated as a piecewise-continuous function of temperature and interpolated for each temperature calculated on the volume grid. The total radiative loss curve for the experiments conducted in this work is shown in Figure 2 . 
Conduction
Thermal conduction is handled with an implicit scheme that allows for use of Equation (5) as a time step. In many MHD simulations, the conductive flux is commonly given by
where κ is the Spitzer-Härm conductivity for electrons given by
This term accounts for almost all of the field aligned heat flux due to the much higher mobility of the electrons (Rosner et al. 1986 ). Equation (7) can grow without bounds as T becomes large. This situation is obviously unphysical since at some point the energy carrying electrons will be depleted and the conductive flux will be saturated. Equation (7) is a first-order approximation the validity of which critically depends upon the assumption that the local distribution is only slightly skewed from a Maxwellian. This assumption is equivalent to
where L T and L n e are the characteristic scale lengths of temperature and density, respectively (Rosner et al. 1986) , and λ mfp is the mean free path of electrons. The heating in flares can be highly localized and transient, violating this assumption. High temperature tails from hot distributions stream into colder cells skewing them from Maxwellian before they have the chance to collide and thermalize. In order to express this effect, we use a simple power-law expression of the form
developed by Rosner et al. (1986) and based on numerical thermodynamic experiments of Matte & Virmont (1982) . These findings are integrated into the hydrodynamic codes by using the minimum conductive flux, min [F C , F 0 ], to describe the heat transfer between volume cells where T > 10 5 K. As in Section 2.1.1, the effects of optical depth and ambipolar diffusion at T 10 5 K are tabulated as a function of temperature from Fontenla et al. (1990) and used as corrections for Equation (8) in that regime. Martens (2010) and the green dashed line shows the result from SHrEC.In this simulation saturated flux effects are not taken into account. The differences between the numerical and analytic calculations are less than 2%.
Tests
In order to validate SHrEC, we test it against a special hydrostatic case where an analytic solution can be found. Martens (2010) derives the analytical temperature and pressure profile solutions of a loop in hydrostatic equilibrium with a power-law heating function of the form
where H is a flux-dependent constant, P is the pressure, T is the temperature, and α h and β h are free parameters. Martens (2010) also derives the normalized temperature profile of a hydrostatic loop heated with arbitrary values of α h and β h . A simulation of a semi-circular loop of constant cross-section is run with Equation (10) inserted into SHrEC's energy equation, with α h = β h = 0, corresponding to a uniform heating case. The simulation is allowed to continue until the system comes to equilibrium, defined by max [V(s)] 1 km s −1 . Figure 3 shows the comparison of the normalized, analytical, and numerical temperature profiles with a simulation that does not take into account the effect of saturated conductive flux. The fit is quite good throughout the loop with a difference 2% for most of the length of the loop. Differences are higher at the footpoints of the loop. This result is expected because the modifications in the chromospheric radiation model and conductive flux are more pronounced in the cool, dense plasma in the footpoints.
PaTC
Many codes evolve a distribution of non-thermal (nonMaxwellian) particles using the Fokker-Planck (FP) equation (Choudhuri 1998) . However, FP problems are mathematically very difficult to solve, usually requiring many approximations and simplification schemes (MacKinnon & Craig 1991) . Methods that use the FP equation to evolve a distribution of particles may not be valid when including the effects of magnetic mirroring and traps and particle acceleration (Choudhuri 1998) . For these reasons, the PaTC simulation suite combines methods similar to those outlined by Bai (1982) and MacKinnon & Craig (1991) that were too computationally prohibitive to realize until recently. PaTC models the evolution of the non-thermal particles using direct Monte Carlo techniques (Press 2002) . In this approach the non-thermal distribution is treated as a series of test particles. These test particles, representing a number of the non-thermal particles being modeled, are randomly drawn from probability distributions designed to represent the physics of a particular type of non-thermal beam. The guiding center motion of each particle is tracked as it interacts with the thermal plasma and the background magnetic field.
PaTC uses operator splitting techniques (e.g., Bai 1982) to account for the forces acting on the test particles. These techniques allow for a wide range of forces to be added with relative ease. Currently, PaTC accounts for the effects of Coulomb collisions and nonuniform magnetic fields. The present version of PaTC does not account for the deposition of excess mass and charge density when non-thermal particles thermalize, i.e., lose enough energy that their mean free path is on the same order as the thermal particles. The implicit assumption is that the high conductivity of the plasma redistributes thermal electrons, with their associated mass and charge, until charge balance is restored. This assumption is an oversimplification of a very complex process. The effects of excess charge deposition and the waves that form as a result will be studied in detail with future versions of the code.
While the direct Monte Carlo test particle approach avoids many of the limitations of FP techniques, it does have its own limitations. A medium to large flare can consist of 10 37 nonthermal particles (Miller et al. 1997) . A one-to-one mapping of test particles to non-thermal particles is beyond the scope of any foreseeable computer system. Using 10 6 test particles requires each test particle to represent 10 31 non-thermal particles. This means that any single run of a simulation may have large errors associated with it due to the relatively smaller number of test particles. Importance sampling techniques are used to minimize this error (Murthy 2001; Press 2002 ). These techniques sample areas of the distribution that more greatly affect the desired outputs. For example, if the distribution of energy of test particles follows a power law and would greatly affect the outputs being studied, the probability of choosing a test particle of a given energy would follow the same power law. Due to the model's stochastic nature, many different runs can be undertaken for each simulation and their variations tracked. The results of these runs are combined by using a measure of central tendency. The overall error of the combined runs is lower than that of a single run (Press 2002) . For simulation outputs that are distributed normally across the many runs, the mean of the output distribution is used as the measure of central tendency and a standard deviation is used as the measurement of error. For simulation outputs that have other distributions, the median of the output distribution is used instead of the mean and the range of the 95% confidence level is used as the error estimate. This measurement of error is a key feature of this technique as it shows where the limitations of the direct Monte Carlo test particle approach have their greatest effects.
Coulomb Collisions
Energetic, non-thermal particles interact with the less energetic, thermal plasma via a series of Coulomb collisions that alter the non-thermal particles' energy and momentum. The mechanics of these collisions are covered in depth in other publications (e.g., Cohen et al. 1950; Tandberg-Hanssen & Emslie 1988; Thornton & Marion 1995) . Coulomb collisions can be categorized by two broad groups: close and far collisions. (see Figure 4 ), close to the critical impact parameter for a 90
mv 2 , where Ze and ze are the charges of the target and test particle, respectively, m is the mass of the test particle and v is the velocity of the test particle. Far collisions have a much larger impact parameter and affect the energy and momentum of the non-thermal test particles far less per collision event than close collisions. However, the number of far collisions is much larger than the number of close collisions. The effects of the vastly more numerous far collisions dominate the evolution of the non-thermal test particles. For this reason PaTC ignores close collisions for this experiment.
To make the equations that describe the energy and momentum changes of a non-thermal particle due to Coulomb collisions more tractable, the following definitions are made:
where the subscript f denotes values calculated for a general field particle in the thermal plasma that provides a target for a collision, v is the non-thermal particle velocity, μ rm f is the reduced mass of the system, and b Debye is an upper limit of the impact parameter as given by the Debye length:
where k B is the Boltzmann constant. Using the above definitions, PaTC employs a slightly modified form of the equations derived by Emslie (1978) that describe a test particle's average change in energy and parallel component of velocity in the collision frame over a range of impact parameters:
In order to introduce stochastic variations from the average, as is expected in real physical systems, the random variable ς x has been introduced so that for a fully ionized target plasma consisting of electrons and protons, ς 1 = 1 + 0.0333R N , [1 ς 1 2], and ς 2 = 2 − ς 1 , where R N is a random number drawn from a normal distribution. Since the plasma is neutral the number of proton collisions should, on average, equal the number of electron collisions and the definition of ς 1 ensures this condition is met. The variation from this average should be very small and a numerical choice is made to have a 10% variation at the 3σ level. It should be noted that all formulae are represented in cgs units. However, bowing to observational convention, nonthermal particle and HXR photon energies are reported in keV.
Effects of a Nonuniform Magnetic Field
A test particle's magnetic moment is conserved by applying a force parallel, or anti-parallel, to the spatial gradient in the magnetic field strength. This force is given by
Equation (15) gives the rate of change of the particle's parallel momentum. The subsequent change in the particle's perpendicular momentum is given by the fact that the magnetic field does no work upon the particle and by the relation
PaTC Timescales
Bai (1982) proposed a method of operator splitting that allows for the partial differential equations as expressed by Equations (13)- (15) to be treated as separate, ordinary differential equations in the limit of d L B , where d is the distance a particle is allowed to travel and L B is the characteristic scale length of the magnetic field:
This condition is used to calculate a timescale for Equation (15)
where v 0 is the particle's parallel velocity at the beginning of the step and S 2 is a user-defined safety factor >1 that is often set as a compromise between computing time and conservation of the magnetic moment. For runs in this study, S 2 is set so that the magnetic moment is conserved to within <0.001% in the absence of Coulomb collisions. For the operator splitting method to be valid, the non-thermal particle energy loss and deflection must also be relatively small in each time step. To ensure that the energy and velocity change are <10%, we recast Equations (13) and (14) without stochastic terms and assume that all of the energy loss arises from electron-electron collisions and all deflections from electron proton collisions. Thus the characteristic energy loss and deflection time are given by
where 0 subscripts denote initial values. Similarly, we ensure that each test particle only steps through one grid cell at a time by introducing a sampling timescale given by
where Δ g s(i) is the length of the grid that the particle is in at the beginning of the step and S 2 is a user set safety factor. Setting S 2 to 10 ensures that the particle adequately samples the cell. A time step for the non-thermal particles can be generated from taking the minimum of Equations (17)- (20). The time step for PaTC is defined as
where we have explicitly stated that the PaTC time step must be at least half of Δ C t defined in Equation (5). In practice, the non-thermal characteristic timescales are than Δ C t.
SHrEC-PaTC Communication
SHrEC and PaTC can operate as independent models to investigate problems of scientific interest; however, the greater potential for scientific gain lies in combining both the effects of non-thermal and thermal distributions in a single simulation. In order to model the thermal and non-thermal constituents of the plasma in a flare, SHrEC and PaTC communicate in a way that is flexible and preserves the physics of the simulation.
SHrEC's heating term, E h in Equation (4), is provided by a user-defined routine that has access to all loop plasmas state variables. A user can program this heating routine to define the energy input into the loop plasma as a function of any combination of time, space, temperature, etc., as desired. This program is called by SHrEC and updates the E h at every Δ C t. The heating routine can also call any number of subroutines, including PaTC.
For simulations including thermal as well as non-thermal particles, a heating routine is called that not only defines the background heading of the loop but also contains a call to PaTC to track and evolve the non-thermal particle distribution. PaTC uses its access to the thermal plasma properties, provided by the heating routine, to calculate the target plasma for the non-thermal particles. Since the heating routine is called on a timescale Δ C t, the thermal plasma state variables are guaranteed not to significantly change during the time step. The thermal plasma appears as a static target to the non-thermal particles as they evolve at their much faster characteristic timescales. The energy lost by the non-thermal particles in each volume grid is tracked and summed over Δ C t. This energy loss is treated as an energy gain to the thermal plasma in addition to any other heating effects (see Equation (4)). The total energy input from the heating routine is then fed back to SHrEC, which evolves the thermal plasma for another Δ C t time step. This process repeats until the simulation is completed.
INITIAL CONDITIONS
Before the experiments can be conducted, the simulations require the definition of an initial flare loop geometry and initial state of the thermal plasma. Also, the probability functions that determine the distributions of the non-thermal particles' energy, pitch angle, and the point of injection into the loop have to be defined.
Loop Geometry
We use a magnetic field model based upon a Y-type current sheet in a potential magnetic field (Priest & Forbes 2000) to define the geometry of our simulations. The solution for such a magnetic field in 2.5D is derived by Green (1965) using complex potentials with Z ≡ x + iy, with i = √ −1 and is given by
which gives the magnetic field configuration around a current sheet of half-length a ending in null points where the magnetic field vanishes. The magnetic field lines and current sheet are shown in Figure 5 . A three-dimensional representation of a post-flare loop is constructed from the geometry previously defined in two dimension, with the dimension coming into and out of the page being redundant. A characteristic field line, just below the separatrix surface, is taken to represent the axis of the post-flare loop and is shown in gray in Figure 5 . A characteristic point is taken to measure the width of the loop. This point could be at the footpoints or apex depending upon what measurements are available if comparing to an observed loop. Each cross-section, perpendicular to the field line, is assumed to be circular. In order to get the areas for the rest of the loop, the constant flux condition is used,
to define the area everywhere via
where the subscript O represents the point where the area is observed and n represents the nth surface grid. For this experiment, a loop radius of 2.1 × 10 8 cm is used at the loop apex. This value is roughly the same radius that is used in the simulations by Fletcher & Martens (1998) . The x and y axes are scaled by a single constant to match the height of a typical flare loop. A height of 1.8 × 10 9 cm is chosen to match the work of Fletcher & Martens (1998) . Note that Fletcher & Martens (1998) use the base of the corona as the origin of their coordinate system. This work uses the top of the photosphere which leads to a 2.0 × 10 8 cm difference in heights. The coordinates are then transformed with the local solar surface normal pointing in the z direction. A field line just below the separatrix is chosen to give a characteristic flare geometry while avoiding a magnetic null at the apex. The loop is then placed on the top of the chromosphere. Cylindrical loop legs extend deep into a model chromosphere to provide a boundary condition and a reservoir of particles for the loop to draw from for chromospheric evaporation. 
Thermal State
The state variables for each volume and surface grid are set by assuming a loop heated by Equation (10). A value of α h = 3 2 is chosen and assumes heating primarily at the loop apex. A value of H is calculated to give the loop a maximum temperature of T = 2 × 10 6 K. The loop is given an initial temperature and density profile based on the scaling laws of Martens (2010) . The loop is allowed to stabilize before particles are injected so that the effects of the non-thermal particles can be measured in isolation. After multiple iterations of SHrEC with the heating function applied, the maximum velocity throughout the loop falls to a value |V| 10 5 cm s −1 . At this point the loop is considered stable, and the temperature, density, and velocity profiles of the loop are set until the non-thermal particles are injected into the loop. The flare loop parameters are listed in Table 1 .
Beam Time and Energy Distribution
Non-thermal particles are injected into the apex of the postflare loop with a Gaussian spatial distribution. The width of the Gaussian is chosen so that σ = 1 × 10 8 cm. Following the work of Fletcher & Martens (1998) , we assume that the timescale for particle acceleration is of the order of the time it takes the field line to pass through the current sheet assuming an average speed of ∼v A . With a loop top density of n e ≈ 3.3 × 10 8 cm −3 and a magnetic field strength of B ≈ 21 G, the Alfvén speed is found to be v A ≈ 2.5×10 8 cm s −1 . At this speed the field line traverses the current sheet in ≈ 1.67 s. In order to increase computational efficiency, the continuous 2s non-thermal beam is constructed of a series of discrete sub-beams. We find that sub-beam time steps of less than 10 −1 s do not alter the observed outputs of the simulation. Therefore, the non-thermal beam is constructed of 20 sub-beams each with a 10 −1 s time step. The energy profile of the beam as a function of time is a Gaussian with an arbitrarily assigned σ = 0.25 s and each sub-beam having a constant temporal profile. The value of the time profile σ was not considered a critical parameter due to the short duration of the beam. However, this parameter and the assumption of the beam energy being distributed as a Gaussian in time may impact flares with a larger non-thermal beam injection time, i.e., impulsive phase.
The initial injection of non-thermal electrons is assumed to follow a power-law distribution in energy flux, F (E) = F 0 E −δ , which follows other studies (e.g., Tandberg-Hanssen & Emslie 1988). The energy for each particle is drawn from a random probability distribution that follows the above power law, i.e., p (E) ∼ E −δ , where δ is a free parameter. In these experiments, δ = 3 is chosen following the work of Fletcher & Martens 1.0e+32
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Number of Particles Figure 6 . Plot of the number of non-thermal particles as a function of energy. The energy distribution follows the power law F (E) = F 0 E −δ with the electron spectral index, δ, set equal to 3 and a low energy cutoff of 15 keV. Each run consists of 2 × 10 4 test particles. Each simulation is made from 50 runs yielding 1 × 10 6 test particles in total.
(1998) and is held constant. A low energy cutoff of E = 15 keV is also chosen to follow the work of Fletcher & Martens (1998) . An energy distribution for a representative beam is shown in Figure 6 . The total energy of a non-thermal particle beam with a given spectral index depends critically on the value of the low energy cutoff (Sui et al. 2005a ) and minor changes to this value will greatly change the outcome of the simulations. Since the focus of this work is on how pitch-angle distributions affect simulated flare dynamics, we will save the investigation of low energy cutoffs for future work. A total of 2 × 10 4 test particles are used in each run and 50 runs are used for each simulated case. A scaling factor is applied to the test particles in each run so that the total energy in the test beam corresponds to observed flare energies. A total energy of 1.0 × 10 30 erg is chosen to simulate a reasonably sized flare (see Sui et al. 2005b , for an example of an observation of such a flare). All of the simulated flare's energy is put into the production of non-thermal particles in order to minimize the number of free parameters in the experiment. Future experiments will investigate the ratio of thermal to nonthermal energy deposited into a loop plasma during a flare.
Pitch-angle Cosine Distribution
In this simulation, the cosine of the pitch angle for each non-thermal test particle is randomly drawn from a probability function that is defined by a single parameter, γ PA . The parameter γ PA acts as a knob that changes the kurtosis of the probability function (see Press 2002 , for a complete description on kurtosis and other higher moments of distributions). A uniform distribution has a kurtosis of −1.22 which corresponds to a γ PA = 0 with every value having an equal probability. As γ PA increases the distribution becomes more leptokurtic, or steeply peaked, around zero in pitch-angle cosine. A γ PA of 9 corresponds to a Gaussian distribution. A negative value of γ PA decreases the kurtosis of the distribution lower than the uniform case. This decrease has the effect of making the distribution more steeply peaked around cos θ PA = −1 and 1.
The above formulation of the pitch-angle cosine probability distribution allows for a wide range of physically relevant non-thermal particle distributions to be described by a single parameter. In this experiment flares with three different values of γ PA for the initial pitch-angle distribution are simulated. Plot showing pitch-angle cosine distributions, f (cos θ PA ), corresponding to γ PA = −4 (top), γ PA = 0 (middle), and γ PA = 4 (bottom). A value of cos θ PA of 1 (−1) corresponds to the non-thermal particle's momentum being directed parallel (anti-parallel) to the loop axis. A pitch-angle cosine of zero corresponds to the non-thermal particle's momentum being directed perpendicular to the loop axis.
Each value of γ PA corresponds to a previously mentioned theory of non-thermal particle acceleration. While these theories are not modeled in detail in these simulations, each theory does predict a different distribution of pitch angles. The purpose of these simulations is to determine how the initial pitch-angle distribution of non-thermal particles affects the evolution of a flare, and not to test any particular theory in great detail.
For the first simulation γ PA = −4. This value is chosen to yield non-thermal beam with a large number of particles that have their momentum aligned parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetic field. However, the beam still has a nonzero fraction of particles with a significant amount of their momentum perpendicular to the magnetic field. This distribution is consistent with the results of the reconnecting current sheet models of Martens (1988) and Litvinenko (1996) . Both of these direct acceleration models predict that the majority of particles accelerated from a thermal distribution with a temperature of ∼(2-3) × 10 6 K will primarily be beamed along the magnetic field lines that comprise the flaring loop. This distribution is also similar in general character to the pitch-angle distribution used by Fletcher & Martens (1998) . However, no effort is made to exactly match the parameters of their distribution, such as the distribution e −1 width, and the pitch-angle cosine distribution in this experiment lacks the energy dependence of the previous work.
In the second simulation, γ PA = 0, yielding a uniform cos θ PA distribution. This distribution is consistent with stochastic processes dominating the acceleration of particles into a nonthermal distribution. The nearly isotropic distribution is a consequence of frequent scattering of electrons in random directions by turbulent electric fields in the reconnection region (Liu et al. 2009 ).
In the third simulation, γ PA = 4, yielding a cos θ PA distribution that is steeply peaked around zero. This "ring" distribution is consistent with the betatron acceleration mechanism. Oscillations in the magnetic field at the loop apex induce electric fields perpendicular to the magnetic field. These fields "pump" the electrons' momentum perpendicular to the magnetic field, producing a loop top source of non-thermal particles with a pitch- angle distribution steeply peeked at cos θ PA = 0 (Minoshima et al. 2010 ). The three pitch-angle distributions are shown in Figure 7 .
RESULTS

Thermal Evolution
The properties of the thermal plasma such as temperature and density for each simulation are determined by combining the values of 50 runs. The distribution of thermal parameters is adequately approximated by a normal distribution. The mean value of each thermal parameter over 50 runs is taken as the measure of central tendency and a standard deviation for each parameter calculated.
Changing the initial pitch-angle distribution has a marked impact on how the thermal plasma evolves. The mean apex temperature of each simulation is shown in Figure 8 . Flaring loops with a value of γ PA consistent with a less beamed distribution have a subsequent increase in apex temperatures, with the γ PA = 4 case having a peak apex temperature almost three times as large as the γ PA = −4 case. The reason for this increase is that highly beamed non-thermal particles (γ PA = −4) deposit the majority of their energy low in the flaring loop where densities are higher. This higher density means that the heat capacity is larger in the region where the strongly beamed distribution is depositing the bulk of their energy, thus requiring more energy to raise the temperature. Also, since radiative losses scale as n 2 e , flare loops with highly beamed non-thermal particles shed more of their excess energy influx via radiation. Figure 9 shows the mean radiative loss rate integrated over the entire loop of each simulation as a function of time. For each simulation there is a peak in the radiative loss rate at t ∼ 1s. These peaks are due to the non-thermal particles with | cos γ PA | 1 reaching the footpoints and thermalizing quickly. For the case γ PA = 4, highly beamed particles represent the tails of the pitch-angle cosine distribution and are few in number. For the most part, the radiative loss rate of the γ PA = 4 simulation is lower than the γ PA = −4 case. The energy that cannot be radiated away in the γ PA = 4 simulation goes into heating the loop instead. The secondary increases in the radiative losses occurring after 200 s are due to emission measure enhancements in the loop that occur with the same timing. While the total radiative loss during the flare represents a small fraction of the energy deposited into the flare plasma, estimates of the radiative losses can be made from observations and compared to simulated results. The temperature is not the only thermal plasma property dependent on the pitch-angle distribution. The differences in the location of energy deposition also cause a change in the mass motions of the thermal plasma. The higher temperature gradients in the γ PA = 4 case lead to stronger conductive heat flux at the base of the loop. This conductive heat flux increase causes a stronger flow and thereby a density enhancement in the loop apex before the γ PA = 0 or γ PA = −4 cases, as can be seen in Figure 10 . The magnitude of these loop apex enhancements does not vary much from case to case. Since a more beamed particle distribution causes a delay in the peak apex density, a comparison of peak apex temperature onset to peak apex density onset in observations of real flares may provide a clue to the initial non-thermal pitch-angle distribution without observing the non-thermal particles directly via HXR measurements.
SXR Signatures
Using the mean temperatures and densities calculated for each initial pitch-angle distribution, responses are calculated for the Ti-Poly, Thin Beryllium, and Thick Beryllium filter channels of the X-ray Telescope (XRT; Golub et al. 2007) on board the Hinode satellite using standard XRT routines in the SolarSoft distribution. Figure 11 shows the emission in the XRT filters for the γ PA = −4, 0, 4 pitch-angle cosine distributions, respectively. The cyan boxes represent the points where apex and footpoint emission measurements are taken. The ratio of apex to footpoint emission is plotted as a function of time in Figure 12 .
All cases show increased loop top SXR emission as waves of dense plasma are evaporated from the model chromosphere, reach the apex from either side, and collide. This process of loop top emission from colliding fronts of evaporated plasma is observed in simulations of multi-loop flare systems as well (Reeves et al. 2007 ). However, only the γ PA = 4 case shows the creation of a very concentrated SXR kernel in the early stages of the flare. This loop top SXR source is caused by the concentrated heating at the loop apex and the much hotter plasma temperatures that result.
A close examination of the apex to footpoint emission ratios, as seen in Figure 12 , shows that the pitch-angle cosine distribution has a strong effect on observable features if a flare. The highly beamed γ PA = −4 case has a mild peak in the apex to footpoint emission ratio at t ≈ 40 followed by a much stronger peak at t ≈ 130. This effect is a consequence of the n 2 e dependence of thermal emission and density enhancements at the loop apex as shown in Figure 10 . The γ PA = 0 case also has a double peaked structure, but with a strong peak followed by a milder peak. The γ PA = 4 case is the only one with an initial apex to footpoint emission ratio >1. This result is not surprising since the majority of the non-thermal particles, and thus the flare energy, is concentrated at the loop apex. The apex to footpoint emission ratio as a function of time contains two other peaks. However, neither of the later peaks are as large as the initial ratio. This signal can be easily observed in flare observations (Kobelski et al. 2010 ) and may offer clues to particle acceleration mechanisms in observed flares. Each pitchangle case has a unique signature in apex to footpoint signal ratio that is easily distinguishable from the others. The errors are propagated through the calculations (Bevington 1969 ) and plotted at the 1σ level in Figure 12 to show that the differences in signal for the different initial pitch-angle distributions are statistically significant. This result shows that the initial pitchangle cosine distribution not only has a drastic effect on flare dynamics, but that it also leads to potential diagnostics using SXR imagers.
HXR Signatures
The thermal and non-thermal components of HXR emission are calculated for each pitch-angle case and combined to create a total signal. The thermal component is calculated by using the temperatures and densities in each grid cell as inputs to the Chianti database (Dere et al. 1997; Landi & Phillips 2006) which calculates the thermal spectral and continuum radiation in a given passband. For the non-thermal contribution the photon spectral radiance for bremsstrahlung emission is given by
where f is the distribution of non-thermal particles which is discretized in PaTC, v(E) is the velocity of a particle at energy E, and γ is the energy of the photon of interest. Relativistic effects have been ignored until now. Since the non-relativistic bremsstrahlung cross-section introduces a discrepancy of ∼20% Apex to footpoint emission ratio for three XRT filter channels for the γ PA = −4 (red), γ PA = 0 (green), and γ PA = 4 (blue) cases with 1σ errors shown (Bevington 1969) . While the ratios differ slightly in magnitude from filter to filter, the differences in the timing of the peaks provide a clear signature.
when compared to the relativistic form, the relativistic crosssection, σ B γ , E , is used in the calculation of non-thermal bremsstrahlung (Haug 1997) . Despite the use of a relativistic bremsstrahlung cross-section, relativistic beaming effects are ignored and the non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission is assumed to be isotropic. To minimize the error involved in the solar HXR albedo, the modeled flare loop is oriented 90
• from the observer. Also, the analysis in this work will be restricted to loop top emission, further avoiding the confusion of albedo effects which are greater at the footpoints. Directivity effects also affect the emission at the loop top. Petrosian (1973) calculated the emission per steradian of a beam of non-thermal particles with and without directional effects and found that the ratio of the directed emission to the isotropic emission as seen by an observer perpendicular to the beam's velocity vector is ∼1 for photon energies <21.5 keV. With this in mind, the isotropic approximation is a good one for a loop if the simulated emission of photons is kept to energies 20 keV. It should be noted that these approximations have also been used in other flare modeling work (e.g., Fletcher & Martens 1998) .
After 50 runs the HXR emission has a left-steep distribution. This distribution occurs often in nature for distributions of positive real numbers whose median is within a few sigma of the origin (Sachs 1984) . Since the distribution is not symmetric, the . Total hard X-ray emission in the 3-6 keV passband. Each plot shows the median emission simulated in an instrument with 7 pixels and a Gaussian point-spread function with an FWHM of 3 pixels. Contours enclose the 40%, 60%, and 80% levels. Each row corresponds to a pitch-angle distribution: (a) γ PA = −4, (b) γ PA = 0, and (c) γ PA = 4. Each column corresponds to a different time in the simulated flare's evolution. Note the hard X-ray loop top source at t = 1 s for each pitch-angle distribution. This initial loop top source is due to the collisions and thermalization of low energy particles deposited at the loop apex. The initial loop top source is very short lived in the γ PA = −4 case but longer lived in the γ PA = 0 and γ PA = 4 cases. Note that each case generates hard X-ray sources that steadily move up the legs of the loop. In the γ PA = −4 and γ PA = 0 cases, the loop top source is no longer apparent, with the emission being dominated by very low level thermal emission. In the γ PA = 4 case, however, the loop top source is still very strong and lasts for several minutes. Intensities in the box shown in each plot are summed to provide a light curve shown in Figure 14 .
median is chosen as the indicator of the central tendency of HXR emission over the combined runs. A time series of median emission plots is created for each pitch-angle distribution. Images of this emission are synthesized for a fictitious instrument with an angular resolution of 7 and a Gaussian point-spread function with a full width at half-maximum of 3 pixels. Note that no attempt is made to make a detailed simulation of a specific instrument's response. However, the parameters stated above are close to commonly used values for the RHESSI instrument. Each plot shows the total emission, non-thermal plus thermal, in the 3-6 keV passband, with contours enclosing the 40%, 60%, and 80% signal levels. There are some statistical asymmetries in the emission which are due to the fact that a finite number of test particles are used. These differences average out over the course of the simulation. Loop top sources at the initial phases of the flare are a common feature of every initial pitch-angle case, though the source is longer lived in the γ PA = 0 and γ PA = 4 cases. Each initial pitch-angle case shows the development of footpoint sources that appear to move upward to the loop top at different speeds. These apparent motions will be discussed in Section 4.4. Each case also shows a compact loop top HXR source by t = 90 s, but the lifetime of this source differs from case to case. By t = 150 s the γ PA = −4 case shows a very faint thermal emission (see Figure 14 ) that is spread along the loop because almost all of the particles have thermalized. At this time the HXR emission of the γ PA = 0 case is also very faint and mainly due to weak thermal emission. The γ PA = 4, however, still shows a very strong, compact non-thermal source that persists for many minutes.
A series of light curves is made from the apex emission, as defined by the boxes in Figure 13 , and shown in Figure 14 . Numerical simulations have the benefit of accessing thermal The bump in the thermal emission in the γ PA = 4 case at t = 1-28 s is due to its much higher apex temperature at that time which yields more emission in the 3-6 keV passband.
and non-thermal information that can only be inferred from observations. Each plot in Figure 14 breaks down the total emission, shown in the solid line, into thermal, dashed line, and non-thermal, dot-dashed line, components. Each flare shows an initial spike in loop top emission due to the thermalization of low energy particles initially deposited in the apex of the loop.
The γ PA = 0 and γ PA = 4 cases have a far shallower initial dip Figure 15 . Thermal emission in the 3-6 keV passband as calculated by the CHIANTI database (Dere et al. 1997; Landi & Phillips 2006) . The nonlinear nature of the emission as a function of temperature is what gives rise to the increased thermal 3-6 keV at the γ PA = 4 flare's apex as it reaches its temperature peak.
in apex HXR emission than the γ PA = −4 case. This shallow dip is due to a much stronger thermal signal at the apex early in the simulation of these cases. The stronger thermal signal is due to the plasma in both simulations being significantly hotter than the γ PA = −4 simulation. In each simulation a second, broad "hump" of primarily non-thermal emission appears. In the γ PA = −4 case this emission appears just after the 10 s point but does not appear in the γ PA = 0 or the γ PA = 4 case until 50 s and 60 s, respectively. These "humps" are caused by non-thermal particles that have lost enough energy that they are colliding more frequently, causing a peak of the bremsstrahlung cross-section. The non-thermal particles in the γ PA = −4 lose energy faster since they sample denser regions in the loop. The hump in the γ PA = 4 simulation occurs later and the non-thermal signal decays very slowly, lasting for many minutes. This result is not surprising since most of the non-thermal particles in the γ PA = 4 case have momentum perpendicular to the loop axis and are rarely scattered far from a pitch-angle cosine close to zero. Since the non-thermal particles are injected at the loop apex, the majority of the non-thermal particles in the γ PA = 4 case never stray far from the apex of the loop, where the density is consistently lower than nearer to the footpoints. Since the energy loss rate is proportional to the density of the target plasma, it takes the γ PA = 4 non-thermal particles much longer to thermalize.
What is surprising is the "bump" in HXR loop top emission in the γ PA = 4 case starting at t = 12 s. As the plot shows, this emission is entirely thermal. This increase in thermal emission in the γ PA = 4 flare is due to the far higher temperature attained by this particular flare. The amount of thermal emission in the 3-6 keV passband is a nonlinear function of temperature, as shown in Figure 15 . This finding could be useful in understanding observations of similar, compact loop top sources. Sui et al. (2006) made a serendipitous RHESSI observation of X-ray sources moving along the legs of a C1.1 early impulsive flare, with no initial pre-heating of the plasma before the onset of HXR emission, on 2002 November 28, near the southwest solar limb. This type of observation is rare since none of the attenuators were in front of the germanium detectors, allowing RHESSI to make observations at energies as low as 3 keV. These low energy observations show a 3-6 keV X-ray source that starts at the loop apex, bifurcates, moves down the flare legs at speeds of ∼5.0 × 10 7 and 7.0 × 10 7 cm s −1 , then moves back upward at an average speed of ∼3.4 × 10 7 cm s −1 (Sui et al. 2006 ). The initial interpretation of this newly observed motion was that it was an effect of the soft-hard-soft (SHS) spectral evolution of the non-thermal particle beam (Sui et al. 2006) . A large number of flares have been observed to have a power-law photon spectrum that goes from a large γ (soft) to a small γ (hard), then back to a small γ (Grigis & Benz 2004) . If the relationship between γ and δ is assumed to be linear, as the thick and thin target models suggest, then the SHS pattern is suggestive of a non-thermal particle accelerator that shows a similar evolution in time. Sui et al. (2006) proposed that as the non-thermal electron energy spectrum hardens in time, there is a larger population of high energy particles, which can then penetrate more deeply into the loop plasma. The larger number of high energy particles gives rise to an apparent downward motion. Likewise, as the spectrum softens again, the lack of higher energy particles in the distribution restricts the depth that the non-thermal particles can penetrate, giving rise to an apparent upward motion (Sui et al. 2006) .
Apparent HXR Source Motions
In many ways, the 2002 November 28 flare observed by Sui et al. (2006) resembles the simulated flare in this experiment. The entire energy of the simulated flare is put into the nonthermal particles which is analogous to an early impulsive flare that has no thermal, pre-heating of the flare plasma before the non-thermal HXR signal. Just as in the 2002 November 28 flare, Figure 13 also shows a 3-6 keV HXR source that is initially at the loop apex, moves down to the footpoints, and then back up to form a long-lived HXR source. A very basic analysis estimates the average upward speed of the simulated HXR sources to be 1.3 × 10 8 cm s −1 for the γ PA = −4 case, 2.0 × 10 7 cm s −1
for the γ PA = 0 case, and 1.3 × 10 7 cm s −1 for the γ PA = 4 case. The upward speeds of the γ PA = 0 and γ PA = 4 cases are of the same order of magnitude as the speeds observed by Sui et al. (2006) , with the observed speed in between these two simulated cases. However, this apparent motion cannot be explained by the injected non-thermal beam having SHS behavior in the energy spectral index since the spectral index of the injected beam is held constant at δ = 3. Another interpretation of this apparent motion must exist for the simulation.
The explanation of this HXR source motion can be deduced by careful examination of Figure 16 . At the beginning of the simulation a non-thermal HXR source appears at the loop apex due to the non-thermal beam being initially injected there. At this time there are a large number of non-thermal particles with large absolute values of pitch-angle cosines. These highly beamed particles can travel further down the loop legs, where the density is higher, without appreciable mirroring. The HXR source rapidly moves to the loop footpoints as the non-thermal particles travel down the loop legs. Particles that travel further down the loop legs have increased non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission due to the linear density term in the bremsstrahlung, Equation (25), and the increased density of the target plasma near the footpoints. Particles that travel down the loop legs are also taken out of the non-thermal distribution more quickly due to the linear density term in the non-thermal energy loss equation, Equation (13). With these particles out of the nonthermal distribution, the next strongest emission sources are particles that mirror low in the loop where the atmosphere is still dense but not dense enough to provide a truly thick target. These particles also thermalize quickly leaving the strongest emission source just slightly higher up the loop legs. This process continues with the HXR source appearing to move up the loop legs until only non-thermal particles with initial pitchangle cosines near zero are left. These particles never stray far from the loop apex, where the density is at a minimum, and the number of collisions a non-thermal particle undergoes per second is much less.
The above explanation of the apparent motion of the HXR source is compelling. While it cannot account for all of the observations of the 2002 November 28 flare, such as the downward motions which appear to be almost instantaneous in the simulations, it is a simple explanation of the upward motion of the HXR sources and the only explanation possible for the simulated flare. Other flare observations show a similar HXR source moving upward from the loop footpoints to form a compact source at the loop apex. Liu et al. (2006) observed an upwardly moving HXR source in the 20-30, 15-20, and 12-15 keV passbands. While the motion of the higher energy passband sources was on the order of the local sound speed, and consistent with a density increase due to chromospheric evaporation, an estimated upward speed of 10 6 cm s −1 for the 12-15 keV sources was harder to explain. Liu et al. (2006) speculated that the moving HXR source may be related to the excitation of Alfvén or fast magnetosonic wave modes. More detailed simulations, including those of multi-loop systems, may show that the evolution of pitch-angle distribution as a function of time is an important factor in explaining HXR source motions in both of these flares.
CONCLUSIONS
There are many competing theories as to which mechanism dominates the acceleration of non-thermal particles. Several of the mechanisms proposed in these theories give rise to different distributions of pitch angle. We have shown that the initial pitch-angle distribution of the non-thermal particles can radically affect the temperature evolution of the flaring plasma with minor changes to the density evolution. These differences in temperature and density lead to detectable signatures in broadband, soft X-ray imagers and are easily seen by looking at ratios between apex and footpoint emission as a function of time. Comparing these results to actual observations will be done in future publications (see Kobelski et al. 2010 for initial comparisons between simulated emissions and observations).
We have also shown that different pitch-angle profiles can lead to strong differences in the HXR. In the γ PA = 4 case, the majority of the non-thermal particles' momentum is initially perpendicular to the magnetic field and remains in that state for the entirety of the simulations. The concentration of nonthermal particles that never stray far from the loop apex produces a strong, long-lived, HXR loop top source that only slowly dissipates with time, unlike the other cases, whose loop top HXR sources dissipate more quickly. Also each case produces HXR sources that start at the loop apex, move down the loop legs, then back up to the loop apex. The speed of this motion in the γ PA = 4 case is compellingly close to the speed of HXR sources in a flare observed by Sui et al. (2006) without any steps taken to simulate this particular flare.
However, these experiments also expose some of the difficulties in current attempts to simulate solar flares. The creation of a non-thermal electron beam with an energy of 10 30 erg and a spectral index of δ = 3 requires ∼10 37 non-thermal particles, more than in the entire pre-flare loop. This problem is well known as the "number problem" in flare research (see Miller et al. 1997 for a review). Hence, the number density of the nonthermal beam particles can sometimes equal or even exceed the thermal number density of grid cells near the loop apex for a short period of time after the beam injection. This discrepancy is supported by observations. Krucker et al. (2010) found that the non-thermal electrons of the above the loop top, HXR source associated with the partially disk-occulted solar flare of 2007 December 3 outnumbered the thermal electrons for plausible thermal densities. Unlike some theoretical acceleration mechanisms that rely on replenishment of the non-thermal particle distribution (Miller et al. 1997; Liu et al. 2009 ) or acceleration of particles in denser regions of the chromosphere (Fletcher & Hudson 2008) , these observations suggest that nearly all of the electrons in the acceleration region are energized out of the thermal distribution yielding a thermal to non-thermal density ratio of < 1. Although HyLoop does not model some processes inherent to this situation (plasma instabilities, self-interaction of non-thermal particles, etc.), the ratio of non-thermal to thermal particles quickly (t ∼ 2 s) becomes less than one in all grid cells for most simulations. However, the γ PA = 4 case has a non-thermal to thermal particle ratio of 1 for up to 15 s in <5% of cells near the loop apex. This high ratio is due to the large average perpendicular momentum of the beam. A more detailed analysis of the consequences of this aspect of the "number problem" will be investigated in future work.
In our simulations, the density of the loop apex never exceeds 5.5 × 10 8 cm −3 , as shown in Figure 10 . Even though the apex is the least dense portion of the loop, this density seems low considering that typical flare densities can easily reach 10 10 cm −3 (Miller et al. 1997 ). This small density enhancement can be caused by numerous factors, such as a simplified chromospheric model or the limitations of modeling a flare using a single, monolithic loop (Reeves et al. 2007 ). Another, more interesting, possibility involves the thermal to non-thermal energy ratio. In this work, all of the flare energy is used in the generation of non-thermal particles. This choice is made to minimize the number of free parameters so that the effects of changing the non-thermal pitch-angle distribution can be studied in isolation. Changing the amount of thermal energy will change the simulation results and may increase the density enhancement of the flare loop. This possibility is hinted at in the γ = 4 simulation, in which the majority of the non-thermal particles are trapped at the loop apex and heat the plasma via collisions. The upflow of plasma is caused by a front of conductive flux rapidly heating the chromosphere, not by the thermalization of non-thermal particles in the chromosphere. This case causes a much hotter loop for the same amount of energy input, and a more rapid flow of chromospheric material as evidenced by the earlier, if not higher, peak in Figure 10 . The relationship between the thermal to non-thermal energy ratio will be investigated in depth in a future work.
While these simulations are simplistic and do not completely simulate any observed flare, they do perform an important function. These simulations show how a single parameter, the distribution of pitch angles, affects the overall behavior of both the thermal and non-thermal components of a flare. This work is only possible by using a simulation code that integrates thermal and non-thermal components of a flare and represents the current trend in flare modeling (see Liu et al. 2009 ). By doing the simple modeling first, changing one parameter at a time, we are able to better understand the complicated interactions of these parameters that will occur in future, more complex modeling work. 
